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■ , I, ^PRODUCTION

The year I96I was the year of Africa in UNESCO, aa it waa for

the United Nations family in general. Prom a membership of two States

at the time 6f its founding, African membership in UNESCO haa now

expanded to 33 Member States and Associate Members, The immediate

response of UNESCO to this fact has been to make UNESCO's programme

in Africa commensurate with that operating in the other great regions

of the world. It has risen from the previous 2 pep oent to over 20

per oent for the biennium 1961-62.

UNESCO in Africa faces the opportunity to serve its 33 Member

States and Associate Members, to help them in their task of consol

idating their newly won political independence and promoting or assur

ing the- start of their economic and social progress. It is recognized

by the African States themselves,and the United Nations family, that

the essential pre-condition for both political consolidation and

economic and social development today in Africa lies in education, in

the development of a well-balanced African educational system, in the

rapid establishment of such a system to meet the lack of skilled man

power - technicians, teachers, administrators, doctors, businessmen

and specialists, which faces the countries in all sectors of society.

This was the unanimous conclusion reached by the African governments,

represented each by the Minister of Education and by a representative

from the Ministry of Finance and Planning when they assembled at the

Conference called by UNESCO jointly with ECA in Addis Ababa in May 1961.

This Conference established a 20-year plan for African educational

development, whioh is the charter for educational development in this

continent.

The plan analyzes the quantitative and qualitative limitations

of African education today. On the quantitative side, only 16 per cent

of children are in Primary and Secondary schools in Africa (the world

percentage is 48)* 94 pei* cent of total student enrolment is in Primary

School in Africa (the world percentage is 76 per oent), 5-9 per cent
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in Secondary schools (\.uo world percentage is 21 per cent), and 0* 09

per cent in Higher Education (the world percentage is 3)« The quslity

of African education today needs thorough reform and revision, from the

point of view of content, the postulates of political independence and

the dominant features of an essentially technological age. Attention

iB also called to the present division of Africa which requires regional

and sub-regional undertakings and the urgency facing the continent in

the development field.

Against this picture of needsj the Addis Ababa plan for educat

ional development in Africa dsoidess

(a) Jv0 give p; f.ori^y to second-lovel education, to break the

bottleneck of lack of trained personnel, increasing the

current percentage from 3 per cent to 23 per cent by 1981.»

expanding Primary Education by 5 per cent annually, so th^t it

would becom© uuiversa3 "by 1981;

(b) io make Increasing allocations of national resources to

education during the 20 years of the

(o) to call on Member States in all regions to assist Africa

mociing the irreducible annual deficit for educational

development which mounts from 140 million dollars in 1961 to

900 million dollars in 19T0? taporing off to 400 million

1980 and possibly vanishing at that poin««

This bold, imaginative3 bu"^ minimum plan, has been endorsed by

governing organs which have taken practical steps to help,

in its implementation? as described in the following pages.. It has

been reviewed and welcomed by the Economic a#d Social Council, which

has directed tho mobilising of all United 2Tations..resQurces to help

the African oountries ir_ achieving the planned, targets. The UnitBd

Nations General Assembly ha3 the plan under discussion and a resol- .

ution calling on all its Member States to help the African countries

meet the annual deficits together with an invitation to U1TESCO ani

EGA to call a further conference in 1963 to review and revise the plan'
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The.Commi,ss.ion would no doubt consider this decision of the General

Assembly,. .Finally, UHBSCO, in association with SCA, is establishing,a

Commission of African Ministers of Education, whose first meeting is

in March 1962, to review the progress of national education.plans and

establish the annual deficits, country by country.

Following the recommendations of the Addis Ababa Plan, the priority

ONJ33CO activity in Africa is assistance in educational planning, which

is tfeing extended during the current 3-year period to 19 countries*

To each of these countries, an allocation of 100,000 dollars over a ,

two-year period is made to help them establish planning institutions

and.gather educational and economic data, which these institutions would

use for formulating national educational plans as part of overall develop

ment ,programmes. .In-this task, ECA, FAO and ILO are associated with

UNESCO in helping these countries.

A seoond priority established by Addis Ababa is second-level

education. With the help of United Nations Special Fund assistance,

UNESC0Jis helping to establish 13 new post-seoondary three^year teacher

training institutions, which will graduate 100 secondary sohobl teachers

from each institution annually from around 1964. In addition, 130

secondary and technical school teachers and university professors are

provided under the OPEX education arrangement, together with 300 experts

to strengthen second-level and higher education, UNESCO is associated

with ILO in the assessment of manpower resources and needs, and a start

is being made in establishing and developing teohnical and technological

institutes in the continent* The seoond-level programme also includes

aid in* textbooks and teaching methods through an African education

research bureau in Accra, and the textbook centre in Cameroun, together

with three centres which will engage in development and research on

new techniques of learning and teaching. To help develop Secondary

sohool bidding, a school building planning group for Africa with a

staff of eight architects and educators has been established in. the

Sudan, to assist in establishing architectural and emergency construct

ion plans*
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Adult education in Africa, which is a priority in view of -the

realistic decisions to phase Primary education, is receiving special

attention and is an area where ILO and PAO are particularly active.

Higher education will reoeive special attention at the Madagascar

Conference planned for September 1962, to work out a long-term programme

for development of higher education and universities in Africa.

Within UNESCO's framework, Africa is making a major oontri"bution

towards the major objectives of inter-cultural oo-operation and inter

national understanding. The African countries are engaged in an

impressive programme of research on African culture and cultural values,

and it is this, that they will contribute to UNESCO to malpe it -the

truly universal organization it was founded to be w an organization

with a concept of universality grounded in: the richness and diversity

of cultures and cultural values of all peoples.

1™-

II. UNESCO'S PROGRAMME IN AFRICA

:- UNESCO's activities for Africa, in. the period 1961-19-62 derive

from 6 different sources s

1.. UNESCO's Regular Programme : . .

2. UNESCO's Emergency Programme for Africa

- ,-, 3. United Nations. Expanded Programme of Tecljnical Assistance

4. United Nations Special Fund

5. Aid from UNESCO to the Republic of Congo (Leopoldvilleb

within, the framework of the civilian operations of the

L:;.. United Nations . ^ .'■■■■■

6. International Campaign to save the Monuments in Nubia.

11. UNESCO *s Regular Programme

-'- ; For carrying-but the Regular Programme of UN2SC0 during thle

biehhium 1961-1962, as voted -by -the General Conference at its 11

session, a total sum ^f approximately $ 1,700,000 is foreseen for

countries in the continent of Africa. : : .
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2. UNESCO's Emergency Programme for Africa

This programme is based on a decision of the General Conference

of UNESCO at its 11th session "to launch an appeal to Kember States,

Associate Members and voluntary bodies in those States to assist through

UNESCO -the development of education in the countries of Africa, for

the following requirements 1 .

(a) construction of educational buildings}

(b) production of teaching aids both traditional and new;

(0) provision of overseas teachers and professors for aeoond^ry,
technical and higher educational establishments;

(d) assessment of educational needs;

(e) equipment",,

A*. Requests received

So far, requests have,.been received from the following Member

States, Associate Members and territories in Africa: Cameroun,

- Central African Hepublic, Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Liberia,- Nigea?,

Nigeria, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Southern Cameroors,

Sudan, Tanganyika, Uganda, Upper Volta and Zanzibar.

Bo VoX-untary Contributions

Offers of aid have been received from 19 countries totalling

$2,008,155, since the inception of the programme in January

196l. In addition, assistance in kind for equipment, and

assistance through counterpart contribution ~by receiving

overseas teachers has been offered by Member States,

3- United Nations Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance

UNESCO's aid for Africa, as approved under the United Nations

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance, amounts to a total of

$4,159,000 for 1961-1962,
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4- Special Fund . - . ... ^:.

(a) Projects in operation (Pigures are in U.S.

Two projects are in operation »

SF

Country & Title (governing Duration. Experts Fellow- Equip- Misc.

Council of ships ment

Approval Pro ject

(Date)

Cos"s

Total

LIBYA

Institute of

Higher

Technology

MOROCCO

Engineering

School

Dec.1959 1960-1968 364,750 33,000 620,000 40,685 57,J&0 1,116,235

May I960 1960-1965 320,300 - 350,006 24,070 41,100 735*470

Pro .ieots approved "by the Governing Council uf Special Fund

Additional projects have teen approved as follows:

CAMEROON

Secondary Teacher May 1961

Training

IVORY COAST

Sec, Teacher

Training

NIGERIA

School Training

Teachers Sec,

SUDAN

Sec, TT

U.A.R.

Mat. Institute

of Stands-

May

Dec.

May

it

1961

I960

1961

ii

6 years 778,050 150,000 60,000 49,960 97*300 1,135,810

6 years 687,300 140,000 - 6Q,000 42,4&) 85,700 1,015,400

196I-1965 710,120 50,000 92,000 47,000 85, 000 984,120

5 years 679,625 135,000 80,000 22,725 87-,7OO 1,005,050

" " 375,900 25,000 500,000 22,600 50, 200 973,700

5,1U,O8O
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Sixteen new projects are under active consideration fors Dahomey,

Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Kenya, Madagascar, Mali, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria,

Federation of Ehodesia and Nyassaland, Senegal, Sudan, Tunisia, Uganda,

United Arab Republic.

5. Aid from UNESCO to the Republic of Congo (Leopoldville)
,f, . ■ ■ , ■ . -

within the framework of operations of the United Nations

In answer to an appeal from the Secretary General of.the United

Nations, following up the resolution of the Security Council of 22 July

I960, UNESCO has undertaken, as from August i960,:certain projects within

the framework of the Civilian Operations of the United Nations.in the

Congo, This action can be divided into two distinct phases: (l) an

emergency programme and(2) a 1 ong-term; programme. , .. . ....

Apart from the provision of administrative experts in education

and of teachers, the organization has assisted with the purchase of

school books and scholastic material. , ■

In agreement with the United Nations, and to make up for the

lack of foreign currency,a^number of UNESCO coupons have been, granted,

with..which the education authorities of the country, and scholastic

institutions, could order material to value of $951>3O1.

6. International Cami3aiai: to gave the Monuments in Nubia

In order to save the ancient monuments of Nubia in the United Arab

Republic and the Sudan from eventual flooding by waters: from the Aswan

Dam> UNiiiSCO initiated an international campaign in March I960. One

part of this action is directed towards the protection in situ of the

temples of Abu Simbel, the cost of .which has been estimated at $70

million. Work on this would have to begin in the spring of 1962,

having regard to the time-table for the construction of the High Dam.

Further action ooncerns the preservation in situ of the island of

Philae with its temples as well as the moving of other temples and

monuments. The grand total cost of the works is estimated at $87

million, of which $20 million would be contributed by the United

Arab Republic.
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.After the initial cost of the campaign had "been met "by the Regular

Budget of the Organization, further expenses will have to "be "borne ■by-

voluntary contributions "both of Governments and private sources to

a special fund established by UNESCO for that purpose. Contributions,

so far, have consisted ohiefly in scientific work, such as survey,

documentation and excavation missions sent by some twenty countries.

An International Action Committee has been established for the develop

ment of the campaign. Following its recommendations UNESCO has sent,

in August 1961, a circular letter to Member States appealing urgently

for voluntary contributions*

III. UNESCO'S ACTIVITIES IN AFRICA

1. Education

A. Planning

• The1 Conference of African States for the Development of Education

in Africa convened jointly by the United Nations Economic Commission

for Africa and by UNESCO and held in Addis Ababa from 15 to 25 May

1961 was an essential step towards the expansion and improvement of

the educational, systems of African countries within the framework of

their plans for economic and social development.

Thirty-nine States and Territories participated in the Conference,

to which 24 Governments and the. Holy See also sent observers.. The

Conference provided the opportunity for establishing an inventory of

the educational needs of African countries and for discussing such

essential problems as the finanoing of Afrioan educational development,

the process of educational planning, the pre-requisite in general educa

tion for specialised, teohnical and vocational training,, and adult

education. It adopted the outline of a plan for Afrioan development

oovering a period of twenty years and. invited UNESCO both to approaoh

governments and institutions capable of providing large-scale assist

ance ?jid to assist African Governments to co-ordinate their national

efforts with external aid.
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In the light of the recommendations of the Conference, UNESCO

has established a clearing house of educational needs which will

compile and analyse data on the educational programmes and require

ments of African countries.

It has convened a meeting of African Ministers of Education

which, will be held at UNESCO House in February/March 1962 in order

to determine the moat effective machinery for reviewing national and

international programmes and projects undertaken in pursuance of the

Addis Ababa plan.

In order to assist Governments in planning the development of

their educational systems, UNESCO has sent, among others, the follow

ing missions:

^n Ethiopia, the expert in educational statistics made avail

able by UNESCO under the Expanded Programme worked on a Study Committee

set up by the Ethiopian Government to follow up the recommendations

of the Addis Ababa Conference of African States on the Development

of Education in Africa. A proposed plan for the development of

education in Ethiopia was submitted to the Government in August 1961.

In Ivory Coast,an expert in educational planning assisted the

Government, under UNESCO's Regular Programme, in connexion with the

revision of curricula as part of the Government's plans for developing

the educational system of the country. The Government has indicated

its interest in receiving further assistance from UNESCO for this

purpose.

In Niger, under the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance,

an expert completed a three-month mission to advise the Government

on the steps to be taken towards planning the educational development

of the country. He submitted a report containing a statistical

analysis of the present educational situation, suggestions for im

proving it with reference to problems such as school wastage, and

recommendations concerning the establishment of the administrative
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machinery required for educational planning, according to the outline

adopted by the Conference of African States on the development of

education in Africa*

In Sierra Leone? a mission consisting of two professors from

the University of Toronto, and a nomber of the Board of Education of

Toronto (Canada) v&.b sent to Sierra Leone from July to September 1961

at the request of ^he Government under the Emergency Programme. The

mission submitted 1'ecommendations concerning the machinery required

for planning educaticnal development and the quantitative expansion

and qualitative improvement of education. Three Sierra Lebnean

offie'erswere designated %y the'Government to serve on the educational

planning group in order to fellow up the rcoomiQendations of-the con

sultants. ." - .

■ In Upper Voltes a ^lesion consisting of an economist and of a

statistician-demographer from tbo University of Montreal,- and of an

inspector of schoolp of t.Le pvovinoe of Quebec '(Canada) vas sent to

Upper 7olta frra July to September, 0.+. toe" request'of the Government, '

under the E-ergeuoy" Prograirce of Finssoicl" Aid to African Member

States and A^Qciate; it-e^berr). r*e three ocr-sultanta-^orked as

members of- ^ .eduoat.i-cnal:-^l.T-nnivig group oatabiiated by the Government

for this, purpose end- ino:!,uder, also twe cp^ci&lists fron Upper Volta..

A report-.was. nubm:t-ted -to. the Gcvem-Giri; lacing recommendations on

the establishment, of the-nG.;.G3^ary adninxctrative machinery together

with an interim plan ;Vj clie dovelcpment o.f: the tducatio-al system

till 1964 and tentative promts beyond, that period.

Preparations are beinS undo for the recruitment of .educational

planning groups to "be assigned to C^msrotm, Liberia and Somalia, under

the Emergency Programme,, and to RuaiiAa-Ui-undi under the Expanded

Programme, Reqviests baye bee.a received for. aid in this field, from

Madagascar and T&r.!&r-:r$&SL. ■..;.. . .
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In the Congo (Leopoldville), within the framework of Civilian

Operations of the United Nations, UNESCO is aiding the Education

authorities in long-term planning in the fields of the revision of

sohool syllabi, the elaboration of education development plans, and

the formation of teaching staff, which constitute the chief problems

of development in Congolese education.

A reform commission on secondary education, in which UNESCO

experts have actively participated, has sketched a new structure of

general secondary education, and submitted a detailed programme for

first year study. The reform has been put into effect "by decree of

17 July by the Chief of State, as from the beginning of the scholastic

year 1961-1962. A sub-commission on commercial teaching has "begun

its work with the participation of UNESCO experts. UNESCO experts

are also assisting in.the elaboration of a project for a new law in

education and for long-term plans of educational development*

B« Training Courses for Administrators

The development and revision of educational systems now taking

place in Africa, and the need for planning this development within

the wider.,framework of national plans for cultural, social and

economic advancement will require, in the years to come, a growing

number of educationalists who are conversant with modern techniques

of educational administration and planning, and school supervision.

In recognition of this need, a three-month course has been

organized at Khartoum, Sudan, under the Regular Programme, to provide

an opportunity for senior educational personnel of the Tropioal

Afrioan countries:

(a) to make them more aware of the problems of educational

administration,of raoderr pedagogical trends and of the

requirements of educational planning;
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(b) to acquire a clearer appreciation of the place of their own

special work in relation to educational activity as a whiole

and social and economic development, "" ■ ':-'

The staff of the course consists of specialists in educational

administration, comparative education, curriculum development and

teaching methods, educational psychology, the economics of education

and educational statistics. Through lectures and group discussion,

it is intended that these specialists should guide the students

attending the course in examining and reading about the following

"broad, topics:

(a) the comparative study of the educational situation in

Tropical African countries using the national system of the

Sudan and its practical problems as a unit of measure while

paying due attention to the close inter-relationship "between

eduoational, economic and sociological factors?

(b) modern techniques in organization and administration and

their relevance.to the administration and planning of national

- systems of education;

(c) recent developments in eduoational research,"with special

reference to educational psychology, sociology, curriculum

development and teaching techniques, and their "bearing on

educational administration;

(i) the relationship between education and economic growth and

;;v' its implications for educational'administration and planning.

Thirty-seven senior educational officers and members of the

teaching profession from eight English and French-speaking countries

in Africa are attending the course.

In the Congo (Leopoldville), within the framework of the Civilian

Operations of the United Nations, the following measures for the forma

tion of teaching staff, have been undertaken under the TJKESCO emergency

programme.
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(a) organization in Leopoldville, in May 1961, of a study course

attended by 23 senior civil servants of the central and

provincial education administrations and by 7 observers

representing private teaching institutions;

(b) organization at Luluabourg (Kasai), in July-August 1961,

of a pilot project consisting of a series of three study

courses followed in succession by 9 candidates for the in

spectorate, 45 directors and 80 primary school teachersj

(o) creation of the National Pedagogical Institute. It was

inaugurated on 8 October, and will concentrate on the

training of secondary school teachers and the training and

improvement of the higher teachers'grades as well as study

and research of applied pedagogy;

(d) organization, in Geneva (starting 23 October 1961) of a

special course of seven months for Congolese leaders of

education in collaboration with the International Bureau

of Education and the Institute of pedagogical Science of

the University of Geneva.

For the second year of the biennium, other projects will be

followed up if the necessary funds are available, such ass the

training and improvement of primary sohool teachers and of inspectors

of primary schools, the organization of secondary school inspection,

adaptation and production of textbooks for technical professional

schools, adult education and the co-ordination of scientific research.

The eleventh session of the UtTESCO General Conference had

authorized provision of assistance "in the training of senior educa

tion personnel required for the preparation and execution of national

plans for the development of education for Arab Member States", and

an agreement is at present being elaborated between UNESCO and the

Government of Lebanon towards the establishment, operation and

maintenance of a centre for the training of senior education person

nel in Arab States.
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C. Primary Education . ..-....' ■■-■■■

Assistance has been provided for the establishment in Africa

of two Regional Training Courses, iVe. courses which will serve more

than one country with linguistic or cultural affinities, for the

training of.staff for primary teachers colleges. Of the centres, one

is to "be located in an English-speaking country and will "be attached

to Makerere College, Kampala, Uganda, the other will he in a French-

speaking country, probably in Bangui, Central African Republic. The

location, operation and financing of these centres are to "be decided

"between the interested countries "by agreement. The centre will receive

assistance from UNESCO and possibly other international or regional

organizations and/or "bilateral and private agencies. The assistance

of UNESCO will consist of provision of teaching staff, fellowships

and some equipment. It is expected that one of the centres will

"begin its operation in 3ahuary 1$>62 and the other in October 1962

(Regular Programme).

Of the many examples of experts serving in primary teacher

training colleges in Africa under the Expanded Programme of technical

assistance, one only will be quoted heres

The general shortage of trained teachers,, combined with the

wide dispersal of population throughout Ethiopia, has forced educa

tional planners to attempt to solve the problem of the introduction

of primary education in rural areas by the method of multiple class

techniques and small, one-teacher, schools. The UNESCO expert

assigned to advise on these matters, reports considerable success

during his comparatively short stay in the country, and he has been

successful in having his proposals accepted. A scheme has been

developed for the expansion of smair school buildings and the expert

has taken every opportunity of demonstrating to teachers and students

the actual methods used in these schools.
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Future plans include a widening of the above introductory

approaches, the acquisition of a Mobile Unit for nomadic tribes, the

compilation of a teaoher!s handbook and the establishment of three

model multiple classes at the Haile Selassie 1st Day School.

3). Secondary Education

(i) Training Colleges.

OTESCO is acting as the executing agency for the Special Fund

in a number of projects for the establishment of training oolleges

for seoondary school staff.

In the Cameroun, the Government plans to expand secondary

school enrolment from 7>000 to 31,000 during the next decade. Special

Fund assistance will be provided over a period of six years for the

establishment and initial operation of a Secondary Teacher-Training

Institute which will be located at Yaounde"• This Institute will

train teachers for so-called complementary seoondary oourses, fully. .

licensed teachers for full—scale secondary schools, and primary school

inspectors. The Institute -will also undertake research and guidance

work in the field of education.

In _the, Ivory Coastt the Government plans to expand secondary

school enrolment considerably during the next ten years. Special

Fund^aasis/tance will be provided over the next six years to establish

a Seoondary Teacher—Training Institute in Abidjan.

^n Nigeria,"•'a Federal College in Lagos has already received the

approval of the Governing Council of the Special Fund, and outline

proposals for similar colleges in the Northern, Eastern and Ifestern

regions of Nigeria are nowbeing considered.

The secondary school system in the Sudan requires considerable

expansion. Special Fund assistance will be provided over a period

of five years to establish a co-educational residential oollege at
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Khartoum for the pre-serv£ce and in-service training of seoondary school

teachers, for research and guidance services in the field, of secondary

education, and for the. training of tutors at primary school teacher-

training colleges and of inspectors for secondary sohools. In addition,

two existing seoondary sohools, one for "boys and one for girls, will

"be improved in order to serve for demonstration purpos-es and "for praotioe

teaching "by students of the Institute,

■ '■'■■■' ' (±tl Supply of .3eoondar.V Teaching Staff ■..'■.. ■

Stateshave requested UNESCO assistance in

supplying staff for secondary and technical e'duoation. Sixty-one

teachers \ar;e-to "be provided to thirteen countries undex^the Emergency

Progtfanaife ort-&$xwxL<i±al Aid to Mem"ber :Qt"4tes and Asssciate Memfctsrs in/■"

Afriasu As again'st :the numjber supplied-so/far, requests for a total

of six huhtegj£';teacher_s have^een received, ;...:-$1::.!: i: ,, .
- j. . ■. ....

. In,.the Congo (Leo-poidvilae), within the framewbrfe' of the' ■■-• —

Civilian O^efat'ions of th'e tfnifed'Stations, XJNESCt)"is; undertaking an'

emergency'programme to assist Congolese authorities toVeinforoe and

to organize line administrative services and the structure of 'ine' s' lC

Central Ministry of Education and of the "provincial Ministries. In' "

addition-,1 rt&e -prograinme^includes aid towards the functioning of '

secondary-'school. ■ To this end, experts 'in the various "branches of ■■

teaching "have ^eeri put at'the disposal of ihe Congolese Government. lr

Sixty-four secondary eftliQO^ :.t.eSoliej'6^(gefieraly. ieofcical;.:^ .and^teacher'

training), coming from eleven different countries, have taught in

various schools throughout ..the Congo.during the scholastic year 1960-

19-61* During the ourrent scholastic ^year,. there are fifty teaohers

so engaged in five provinces of the, Republic. At the same time,

UNESCO experts assisted the Ministry of Education to work out the

emergency programme of secondary education, which should "be put into

effect "beginning with the present scholastic year 1961-1962*
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(iii) Seminars

A seminar will be held in 1962 for Arab States8 dealing with

problems relating to general secondary education including objectives,

curricula^ textbooks, examinations and the training of secondary school

teachers. , . .

A seminar on the adaptation of the curricula of secondary schools

to the requirements of economic and social development and to African

cultural values will be held in 1962, preceded by studies on research

already in progress in this field in Africa, and on the major problems

involved. The curricula of primary schools will also be under,consider

ation, since they are the foundation of later programmes.

(iv) Construction of School Buildings

On considering the educational needs of Africa, the General

Conference, at its eleventh session, gave priority to the construction

of school buildings. A: plan on "Aid in the Construction of School . .

Buildings" was set up for I96I-I962 under the Emergency Programme for

Africa entailing the creation of a "Central School Planning Group" ,

and of "National Construction Units". This Group is to develop a

costed standard plan and standard elements for secondary school

accommodation including special rooms and residential accommodation

for staff and pupils. Following the preparatory work of a school :

construction expert working in the Sudan under the technical assistance

programme^.; an,(3t,-elonsi4l_tations with the International Information and

Development Centre for Building and Housing (Rotterdam, Netherlands),

it has been decided to set up a Regional Bureau for School Building in

Khartoum. The programme of this Bureau will be to plan and direct,

in three African countries, the construction of secondary teacher-^

training schools and of'& secondary boarding school. This work is to

begin'before'the^end'of I96I.

E, Higher Education

In order to accelerate the training of urgently needed specialists

in all-branches of science and technology for promotion of economic
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and social progress in the newly independent States particularly in

Afrioa, a Campaign for Fellowships for Training of University Staff

in Africa has "been launched in 1961, asking Member States to make

available to those newly independent States a large number of fellow

ships and study grr"-1-. The Campaign aims at securing three hundred

fellowships for training specialists for careers in university teach

ing in the field of basic sciences, social soienoes? humanities and

mass communication techniques in view of long-term studies:in the

framework of the social and economic development of the "beneficiary

country. Up to 11 August 1961, 143 fellowships had been offered by ,

10 Member States an'd, "by 6 December 1961, 106 more fellowships have

been negotiated from 9 more Member States. Up to Deoember.196lj 249

fellowships had been offered by 19 Member States. Others are in the

course of negotiation. The governments of Afrioan Member States have

been invited on 6 December 1961 to send in the names of candidates

before 16 February 1962. Studies of fellows will begin in the month

of April/May 1962, for the working language, and in September/October

1962 for the scientific and technical disciplines they will pursue.

The campaign will be partly financed from funds earmarked by

the General Conference for the. African fellowships programme to

supplement international or inter-regional travels of fellows and

other related, expenses* . . -..-._-..

A Conference on the Development of Higher Education in Afrioa

will be organized by UliiiSCO in 1962. At the invitation of the

Government, of--ai&,italagasy:.Republio, the Conference is to be held in

Tananarive in the early part of September, 1962, The Conference will

last for a period of ten da^s, arid the following topics have been

chosen for discussion: The Bole of Higher Education in the Cultural,

Social and Economio Development of Countries in Africa; the Staffing

of Higher Education in Africa; the Financing of Higher Education in

Africa; the Choice and Adaptation of the Higher Educatton^wriculum

to the Conditions of Afrioan Life and Development; Inter-African

Co-operation for the-Development of Higher Education in Africa.
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P- Eduoational Techniques and Aids

Aid is being provided under the Regular Programme for the

Establishment of a Regional Centre for the Preparation of Material

for textbooks and Teaohing Aids at Accra, Ghana* The centre will •

have the following main functions: assessing the need for textbooks

and teaching materials on request and training in textbook preparation.

The oentre will be staffed with four experts and some clerical person

nel. The staff will conduct a survey on needs end resources in

collaboration with national authorities; they will, organize up to = ...

four workshops for authors, publishers end illustrators. The result

of such studies and other available material (e.g. adapted versions

of existing textbooks) will be taken up with th^ publishing agencies

and firms, and the centre will foous attention on providing editorial

services to production units which may be set up under the Africa

Emergency programme.

U1TESCO is assisting, under the Emergenoy Programme in the

setting up of a production unit, equipped with presses, binding

machines and photo-labs, suitably staffed and provided with sufficient

paper at Yaounde, Cameroun. This centre will work on a sub-regional

basis and olosely with the Regional Textbook Bureau described above

and will be designed to produce basic material for the schools and

also reading material for new literate adults. The method of work

will involve the establishment by UNESCO of a fund for a single centres

some $400,000 is provided to cover technical assistance for experts

on a diminishing scale and for capital outlay on machines, buildings

and an initial paper supply. Such a plant will be capable of pro

ducing 2,500 copies per day of an average school book. It will also

be able to carry out an on-the-job training programme for technicians

and may, after the initial period, become the Publishing Branoh of

the Ministry of Education, An agreement has been signed between UNESCO

and the host country, which in turn will act as agent and furnish the
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site for all oountries of the regional group.- The regional group will

be required to establish a Textbook Production Centre Board to work

under the chairmanship, in the first instance, of the manager of the

presB. The Board with regional funds and utlimately its own finanoes,

will operate the Centre* supply paper and local labour, provide counter

part staff, establish the programme, fix costs, distribute boofca, and

account to its member, governments and to UNESCO.

For School Libraries; see Library Services (XXX.4«C«); for

Educational Broadcasting see Information Services (XXI«4«D»)«
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2. NATURAL SCIENCES

A. Natural Resources

The Surveys of Natural Resources for the African Continent, conducted

by the Secretariat in i960 at the request of the United Nations Economic

Commission for Africa under the Regular Programme, have "been reproduced

in provisional form and distributed for comments to Member States, Special

ized Agencies of tho United Nations, Non-Governmental Organizations and

individual specialists.

UUESCO gave financial assistance to the Symposium on the "Conservation

of Nature and Natural Resources in modern A'^-ican States" which was held

in Arusha- Tanganyika in September I96I. 140 participants from 26 countries

(21 African and 5 others)9 represented Governments as well as scientific

institutions.- Recommendations adopted will lead to concerted aotion with

a view to preserving renewable natural resources.

A technical assistance.expert on the conservation of natural resources

has been sent for ona year to Guinea in order to re-organize scientific

research and conservation in the Mount Nimba reserve.

A two-montli regional refresher course for theoretical and practical

training of assistant geologists and prospectors was held in Brazzaville.

It was attended by 16 participants from 10 countries from Western and

Central Africa. .

■**■ Soi?^tifio Co-operation

In so far as tae UNESCO Middle East Scienc3 Co-operation Office in

Cairo serves, some countries also members cf the Economic Commission for

Africa, a short outline of its activities, fci"1 1961 is given herewith.

The programme activities concern in particular the Arid Zones project.

Regional training courses are prepared by the Office and scientific
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material distributed to scientific institutions. A four weeks regional

training course on prospection and evaluating ground-water resources was

held in Tunis in October-November 19^1 and attended by 25 participants

from North Africa and the Hear East. In the sphere of scientific teaching

a Chemistry Laboratory Technicians Training Course was terminated in March.

A Training Course on the Prospection and Evaluation of Underground Water

Resources was held at Tunis, in October-November 1961, and a Regional

Seminar on Cellular Growth and Differentiation was held in October 196l-in

Istanbul, Turkey, in which several scientists from the ECA region participated.

Preparations were made for the Regional Training Course in Marine Science,

at the end of 1961, in Casablanca, Morocco.

In addition, Scientific Co-operation is given through the exchange

of publications, public lectures, and other forms of publicity and

information.

The appointment of a Science Co-operation Officer for Africa is being

considersd by UNESCO in consultation with the United Nations Economic

Commission for Africa.

Within tLa framework of the Civilian Operations of the United Nations

in the Congo (Leopoldville), UNESCO has intervened on several occasions

has intervened on several occasions in order to ensure the continuation

of the activities of scientific institutions existing in the Congo, in

particular the Institute for Scientific Research in Central Africa

and the National Parks.

The large-scale-, manufacturing envisaged in industrial development

programmes of the United Arab Republic will require interchangeability of

components and, in turn, measurements and specifications of the highest

accuracy, In recent years the Goysrnment established a small Scientific

Instruments Centre in Cairo for the repair and maintenance of scientific

instruments, and in 1957 the Egyptian Organization for Standards was

created. Special Fund assistance will be provided over a period of
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years to expand the.services and facilities of these organizations to

a Physics Laboratory for Metrology and to establish in the Egyptian

region national laboratories for the maintenance of primary and

secondary measurement standards. ■■■'-■ ■'*-- ''■■■

.... Assistance to the setting up of a Bureau of Standards in Nigeria is

under consideration by the Special Fund,

C. Teaching of Science •

A Meeting of Experts on the Teaching of Science in Tropical Africa,

organized by UNESCO in co-operation with the Government of the Ivory Coast.

took place at Abidjan jfroin 5 to 18 December i960. At this meeting the needs

of Tropical African countries for the teaching of science in secondary

schools ;w«re discussed and recommendations put forward for essential

improvements. Experts from 1?: African countries and several observers

attended the meeting.

Based on the results of the meeting, a booklet on teaching science in

secondary schools in Africa will be published in I96I under the Regular

Programme. It will evaluate the needs and suggest means of improving the

present conditions of science teaching in secondary schools.

Under the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance, a regional

seminar, on basic science teaching at the University level, will be held

in the summer of 1962 in Senegal (Dakar). It will be attended by

university professors, lecturers, and deans of existing African

universities on a membership basis, and by others as observers. The

main subjects will be' curricula, methods of science teaching, equipment

and laboratory organization.

, a.Teaching of Technology

Several projects concerning the teaching of technology in oountries

of. African have been entrusted by the Special Fund to UNESCO as Executing
Agency.
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In Libya, the Institute of Technology is scheduled to open in

Ootober 1962, with professors from the Faculty of Science of the

University of Libya teaching in the preparatory year. • ■;.■_

The Engineering School in Morocco is progressing according to schedule

with.the recruitment of international experts. The school opened for

instruction in November I960, and a Chief technical Adviser was appointed

in January 196I. Three other experts are now at the duty station and a

further expert is being recruited. ..-:-...

,,-■■; The ..following projects for technical training-institutes under the

,Special Fund are new being actively considered: a technical college in

Dahomevj a technical training institute in Gabon; tfee Kumasi College of

Technology in Ghana;, a technical training Institute in Guinea; the ~!

Engineering Department of the Federal University of Lagos in Nigeria*

a technical training Institute, in Senegal; training of_laboratory

technicians in the Sudan; the Faculty of Engineering at the Royal College,

Nairobi, and the Kenya Polytechnic ,in Kenya; the Kampala Technical.Institute

in Uganda. . . , . .. ,.i.L;:

3. SOCIAL SCI3NC3S . . . . ■.-_• -,-.,. . .

A. Teaching and Research . ... .;-«■'

: Following recommendations pf UNESCO experts, an Institute of Social

Sciences has.been created at the University of Morocco. This Institute is

empowered to grant a degree in Social Sciences, and -later on a diploma of

advanced studies or. a Doctorate degree of Social Sciences. The Institute

was opened in October i960 and, for the first year, some sixty students

were enrolled. During the year 1961, one expert has been sent.to advise the

Institute and to take part in the teaching of sociology (EPTA).
■i.. ■■ ■ ...j-:.^.-.-^:-" .'.4

Since 1959, several missions of experts have been sent to Tunisia to

advance the authorities o;n the development of teaching and research in the

'Bbciai1 Sciences' within the framework of the Institute of Advanced Studies,

Tunis.
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As a result of these missions, a Tunisian University Degree in Soci

ology has been established. A UNESCO expert has taken part in 196*1 in the

teaching for a certificate of Sociology of the Maghreb, which is one of

the three certificates of the degree

During the current biennium a field mission will be sent to study

a technical assistance project in its initial phase. This will be followed

by a regional meeting to disouss the findings, and plan future work for the

development of evaluation techniques (EPTA).

During the same period a series of sociological and anthropological

studies on mental disorders will be conducted by an expert in Dahomey,

Guinea, Mali and Senegal (Regular Programme).

B. Training Courses

UNESCO has agreed to provide two experts under the Expanded Programme

of Technical Assistance to help the Nigerian Institute of Social and Eco

nomic Research attached to the University of Ibadan, to carry out a survey

of socio-economic factors of agricultural productivity in Nigeria. One of

the two experts arrived in Ibadan in October, the second is under recruitment,

Under the Regional Technical Assistance Programme for i960, a Regional

Refresher Course for young French-speaking economists in Africa was held

in Rabat (Morooco) from 19 December i960 to 3 January 1961, while another

similar course for English-speaking African economists was organized under

the same programme from 1 to 15 July 1961, in Addis Ababa.

1. The Refresher Course for French-speaking economists, held in the

Faculty of Legal, Economic and Social Sciences of the University of Rabat,

was attended by 47 participants coming from 12 African countries.

During the course, the participants studied, under the guidance of

experts from French-speaking African universities, problems of economic

development and planning in Africa, and industrialization, and

techniques of modern economic analysis.
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2. The Course for English-speaking economists, which was held at

the University College in Addis Ababa, was attended "by about 30 participants

coming from 11 African coun-tries. . 1

The scientific organization of the Course was entrusted to the

International Economic Association. Subjects concerning economic develop

ment and planning in Africa were studied under the guidance of the appointed

experts from English-speaking African Universities.

C. Applied Social Science

Within the framework of the studies on balanced social and economic

development, a Sdund-Table Conference on Economic Progress in Africa has

been organized in July 1961 in Addis Ababa by the-Intern"ational- Economic

Association with assistance from UNESCO (Regular Programme).^

As a contribution towards the study of the problems of urbanization

in Africa, a Regional Workshop on Urbanization will be organized by the

United Nations? the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, ILO,

WHO and UNESCO in Addis Ababa in April-May 1962. On the basis of the .

findings of current and past research in this field, the seminar will

discuss how the various problems resulting from rapid urbanization can

l?£st be solved (Technical Assistance Regional. Programme). ■;'.■

A research project carried out in Sierra Leone under the auspices'

o:fJtn© Department of Anthropology of the University of Edihb^r^h will

be extended with UNESCO's support to cover problems of school-leavers and

urban family life* -

"4. CULTURAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES ,... .. ..

A. Communlt;/" Development -.

In i960 a natibn^l community- development centre was created in the

Sudan at Sheridi witlf the" assistance of a UNESCO" expert in "adult "education.

The centre ha3 an advisory committee composed of representatives of various
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ministries interested in communit development activities. The staff

includes 5 full-time and 10 part-time lecturers and teachers who

collaborate with the UNESCO expert. The centre provides training.of

village-level workers and will in 1962 also undertake the training of

technical personnel who, though trained in their respective fields,

still need to acquire knowledge of educational methods. Twenty-eight

students, mainly school teachers from different provinces, have graduated

in 1961 and 30 are attending the 196l-196"2 course* The course is of

10 months1 duration. The programme ia divided into 3 phases:

(a) 4 months lectures, demonstrations and workshops?

(b) 4 months field work, the latter part of which is devoted to a

survey of socio-economic conditions!

(c) 2 months for production of visual aids, training in cottage

industries and first-aid treatment.

Practice of agricultural methods is one of the essential features of the

training. Field work is another important aspect of the programme. Students

are divided into teams of four or more and, under the supervision of a

staff member, are posted to different villages where they live and work

with the people.

The centre has a "pilot project area" of 20 villages under its

guidance, where most of the graduates will be appointed.

The national plan for economic and social development in Cameroun

provides for the institution of a community education system in rural

areas. The plan involves the training of village-level workers whoa©

task will be to convey literacy, to achieve better health and agriculture

and an increased standard of living in general. The Government of

Cameroun has requested two UtTBSCO experts who will be assisting in the

setting-up of two centres of adult education and community development

aimed at training the village-level workers. The first centre has been

oreated at Otele, Southern region; the second centre will be located at

Marousa in 1962 to serve the Northern region.
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The Arab States draining Centre for Education for Community Development

(ASFEC) was established in 1952 by agreement between the Government of the

United Arab Republic (then Egypt) and UNESCO. The host Government provides

land, premises : service staff, transport and other facilities. UNESCO

provides the staff, study grants and the funds required for the

administration of the programme. The United Nations, ILO, WHO and PAO eaoh

contribute technical experts in its field of specialization. Under the

same agreement the Arab States participating in ASFEC pay.the travel of

their trainees and continue to pay their salaries while they are studying

at the Centre.

The following Member States are now participating in the work of the

Centre: Iraq,, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Syria,

Sudan, Tunisia^ United Arab Republic and Yemen.

Nine regular co^segj ranging from 21 to 9 months, have been held

at ASFEC, during which a total of 589 fellowships (men 484, women 105)

have been provided under the Regular Programme of UNESCO. The Expanded

Programme of Technical Assistance, by the host country and the participating

States.

Five short couzres of 3 months' duration have taken place with an

enrolment of 161 fellows» Other courses have also been provided for

individual fellows and special groups.

to 1955; the programme was designed to train fundamental

eduoation leaders with special emphasis on team work and specialization

in one field. Starting with the 4th course, emphasis was laid on training

the student to work; alone as well as a member of a team. Students were

acquainted with various fields of community development with due emphasis

on their own fields of specialization. They were also trained to work

with technicians in various ministries, and cp-operate with the tecianical

services, whether local or national.
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The Centre produces prototype educational materials and distributes

them to all the Ministries concerned with rural services in all the Arab

States. These publications are also sent to the Specialized Agencies and

to graduates of ASFEC. . - ■

B; Preservation and Presentation of the Cultural Heritage

So that the African cultures in their richness and variety can be

preserved, studied and presented for a contribution towards wide under

standing and better appreciation of the cultural heritage of mankind,

UNESCO has been invited by the- General Conference, at its 11th session,

to participate upon request in the activities of newly independent

African Member States for the preservation and study of their cultures.

This aid is being provided under the Programme of Participation .

for the following purposes:

- organization of meetings or working groups for study and research

programmes of common cultural interest to several countries of

■" ■' ■ Africa? ■'' ■ ■ :-' '":

- recording of oral traditions and compiling documentation related

to history, religions, arts, literature, music, etc., for which

expert advice and audio-visual equipment may be needed;

- study tours to enable African research scholars to specialize

further in their respective disciplines within the field of

humanistic studies, and to benefit from documentation available

in and outside the African Continent;

- establishment and development of Institutions and services (e.g.

cultural centres, museums, archives, etc., for the study, preserv

ation and presentation of various aspects of African oultures

and of pilot public libraries.
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During the period of ±961-1962' such aid is being provided for 21

African countries and territories in the form of fellowships for research

in African culture* equipment for compiling documentation,or recording

oral traditions, expert advice for research missions and the establish

ment or museums,archives, libraries, pilot projects9 and grants to

cultural institutions for the organization of symposia.

A symposium laying down the principles of cultural work to be done

in Africa, organised by the University College of Ibadan with the co—

operation of the Federal Government of Nigeria and of Unesco, was held,

in Ibadan.in December l?60. The.object of this international symposium

on "African cultures:. History - "Values and Prospects" was two-fold, .

namelys

- to afford leading African personalities the opportunity of

presenting their views and exchanging ideas on their cultural:,

heritagei and

— to work out specific recommendations on practical measures which

can "be taken to promote African studies and to promote a "better

understanding and appreciation of African culture.

A second cultural symposium on the "Contribution of Religions to

the Cultural Expression of the Personality of Africa", was organized

by the Governmont of the Ivory Goasi in Abidjan in April 1961 with the

contribution of Unesco.

(See also; International Campaign to save the Monuments in Nubia - II. 6.)

C. Library Services

Under a 3-months.;Participation Programme mission (February-May 196*l)f

an exper,t;carried out a survey of library facilities in Somalia. Contin

uation of the.expert's mission, for 12 months ,under TA was requested by

the Government as from May 196*1. The expert.'&; functions are to advise

and assist the local authorities in general library development, with

particular emphasis on public libraries, to formulate a long-term plan

for library development in the country and to assist in the training of
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librarians. Under his supervision two libraries are "being reorganized

in Mogadiscio, and temporary central archives are "being established at

the National Library. The expert will conduct short courses to train

teachers in charge of libraries and will assist the authorities in

preparing a .lis^fc of books and equipment up to an amount of $4,000

provided in connexion with his mission. Two fellowships will be awarded

to train local librarians and enable them to continue the expert's work.

.. .i.......I»..JL'957'.-$he.'..Qovsrnment _of. Eastern Nigeria and Unesco signed a five

year agreement for the organization of a Pilot Public Library intended

to; servfe as a model for library services in the region. The Regional

Centre Library was inaugurated on 9 February 1959«

In conformity with the agreement, an expert was appointed for a

three month period (July-September 196l) to make an assessment of the

project. The expert, assisted by local students in social sciences

and by the library staff, evaluated the effectiveness of the library,

appraised its methods, collections and services as well as its sooial

and cultural influence, and examined the ways of expanding the regional

library network. . .,

The experts' finding will be inoluded in a report now in preparation

which will serve as one of the working papers for the Hegional Seminar

on- ike development of public libraries in Afrioa, to be hold in September

1962,: in Enugu, Eastern Nigeria.

A Regional Training Centre for Librarians from Prenoh-speaking West

Africa will be organized in Senegal for training in modern library teoh-

niques with a view to meeting public library requirements. In consulta

tion with interested governments, a library expert is drawing up, as

from Octobei* 1961} an organizational plan which will lead to the estab

lishment of the Centre in 1962. The expert will make proposals

concerning the1 institutions to which the centre is to be attached, the

££M3l:i:SM^ and methods' of instruction,

the recruitment of teaching staff, the seleotioh of students,-provision
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of teaching materials and tho development of long-terra programmes for

the activities of the centre. He will act as Director of the centre*

take an active part in teaching and training his counterpart who will

take over the administration of the project (Regular Programme).

Experts have also been sent, under EPTA, to Madagascar and Niger

to assist the Governments in the establishment of a system of public

libraries. . .

In July an expert went to the Federal Territory of LaffOSy Nigeriat

on an .EPTA eight-months mission, to assist in school and college library

development. The expert will lay the foundations for the organization

of a system of school and training college libraries, assist in the :

organization and supervision of existing school, teachers' colleges

and classroom libraries and conduct a training course for school

librarians. One fellowship will be awarded to train a local librarian

abroad and enable him to continue the expert's work,

D, Information Services

Sinoe mid-1960 an adviser has been attached to the Ministry of

Information of Togo to assist in the reorganization and expansion of

the Government's information services, particularly the press,. The

specialist.has prepared a plan for the establishment of a national .

printing office which is now nearing completion and for the launching

of a daily newspaper — the first to appear in Togo — which is scheduled

to begin publication towards the end of 1961. A series of evening

classes in journalism whrch have been- attended bymembiers of irhe

Government information services and independent journalists has been

organized (Regular Programme).

To plan the adaptation of educational broadcasting techniques to

the requirements of .Africa and to prepare a oorordinated programme, of

action for the development of educational broadcasting in the area,.

Unesco convened a Meeting on Educational Broadcasting in Tropical Africa

in Moshi, Tanganyika, in September 1961, The meeting*was attended "by
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Direotors of Broadcasting Organizations and Directors of Education. In

its recommendations, the Meeting underlined, the urgency of expanding

African radio services and of developing co-operation between educational

authorities and "broadcasting services. Particular attention should "be

paid to the training of "broadcasting personnel also on the regional and

sub-regional level. To this end, fellowships should be offered to

national radio services and a study made on present methods of broad

casting training in Africa. Further recommendations included regional

short pilot courses in school broadcasting for teachers, a "Radio Farm

Forum" Pilot Project in one African country, a bilinqual regional centre

for the.exchange of programmes and personnel in broadcasting organiza

tions .and African institutions, f.or broadcasting research. The .meeting

further recommended a study of the. manufacture and distribution of. mass

production transistor radio sets, UNESCO was further requested by the

Meeting; to .examine, the use of television as a complement of radio

broadcja9.ting,in education, and to finance,, organize and experiment with

television...educational projects in African areas.

In 1962 UNESCO will organize a training course in educational :

broadcast production under the Regular Programme. Fellowships and study

grants, will be provided to the African States upon request, for the

development of their mass communication services. The first African

Seminar for Training in Journala.sm was organized by UNESCO in Dakar .

from 30 January to 27 May 1961, on the initiative of the Government

of Senegal. Twelve African French-speaking countries sent participants.

There were 12 UNESCO fellowship holders, two fellowship holders from

Senegal and 1 from Ivory Coast. The oourse was given at the University

of Dakar by Canadian, French, Senegalese and Swiss experts. The main

object of these courses was to train "leaders" who, on return to their

own countries, would be able to contribute, in their turn, to the train

ing of young journalists by organizing practical work and lectures

either at the Ministries of Information or at newspaper offices and

broadcasting organizations.
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A Meeting on the Development of Information Media in Africa ';r

will be convened Dy TJHBSCO from 24 January to 6 February 1962 in

Casablanca. Morocco» under the regional programme of Technical

Assistance. Experts from some 40 countries are expected to attend

the meeting. ' " - .

£•■ Audiovisual? Aids ... ......

1 The audio—visual project in Ghana was started in January 195& j:>t

and was attached to the Visual Aids Section of the Department- of

'Welfare and Community Development, Thanks, to the mission-the work of

the Section was strengthened and developed and personnel was trained

with the result'that it is now completely manned by African staff.

It soon became apparent that audio-visual aids were required not

only by the Department of Social Welfare and Community Development but

also by several other Departments. Thus the problem of concentration

and co-ordination of "efforts arose calling for fuller and more

centralized arrangements. - ■ ■■:.:

Plans for the establishment of a National Visual Aids "Centre at

the Institute of Education of the University of Ghana are now in ah

advanced stage. It is expected that the mission as from 1963 will be

inoreased from one to three specialists.




